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Abstract. Conversion of derivative words to Balinese Script has never been studied
yet. This multi-discipline collaboration research on that topic is part of the knowledge
preservation efforts of the local Balinese language in Indonesia through technology. The
proposed method for that kind of conversion, as the main contribution of this work, was
based on two existing rules, i.e., 1) a base word of Latin text is converted using standard
or special rules to a base word of Balinese Script; and 2) a derivative word related to the
previous base word adheres with the first condition. This research was done on a mobile
conversion application as a research product for ubiquitous learning. The Balinese Script
outputs used a computer font with standard Unicode to display the script. Testing on the
proposed method provided conversion results as expected on the derived words testing
dataset that represents usual patterns related to the addition of prefix and/or suffix to
the base word.
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1. Introduction. As part of this research area [1,2], conversion knowledge to Balinese
Script needs to be preserved. It is part of the endangered local Balinese language in
Indonesia with its preservation regulation [3]. This research joined the effort through the
technological approach, by proposing a method for derivative word conversion to Balinese
Script. Understanding comprehensively the conversion handling of this kind of input text
is the objective and the main contribution of this work. The main contribution includes
the academic contribution on applied finite state automata [4,5] (related to conversion to a
base word of Balinese Script) combined with a rule-based algorithm (related to conversion
of derivative word of Balinese Script). Moreover, the proposed method was implemented
on mobile computing through a mobile conversion application as a research product and is
important for ubiquitous learning [6,7] of Balinese language education. This research has
the urgency to succeed in the national research program, where this research is included
in one of the ten research focus areas (Information and Communication Technology, ICT),
research themes (improving ICT content), and priority research topics (information data
on various forms of local wisdom in Indonesia) [8]. Compatible Balinese Unicode font
[9-11] was used by the mobile application to display the Balinese Script as the conversion
result.

Several works related to this researches on conversion to Balinese Script [12-22]. Ba-
linese fonts, i.e., Bali Simbar (BS) [23], BS Dwijendra (BSD) [24], Noto Sans Balinese
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(NSBa), and NSB [10], were used to display the Balinese Script output. Research in [13]
with dataset referring to [25] used BS font. The development of a writing robotic system
[14] and handling of conversion line breaking [15] also used this font. [16] used BSD font
with the same dataset in [13] and [26]. The mathematical expression conversion [17] and
ten learned lessons on computer-based transliteration [18] also used this font. NSBa font
was used in [19] with the same dataset in [13]. Other development of a writing robot-
ic system [20] and other conversion algorithm analysis [21] also used this font. Studies
of conversion compatibility with the standard rule applied [12,26] and non-alphanumeric
conversion [22] were conducted by using NSB font.
None of those related works exposed comprehensively related to derivative word con-

version to Balinese Script. This becomes the motivation of this work with its several
contributions, as described previously. The challenge faced in this study is shown in Fig-
ure 1. It shows examples of base words with their related derivative words, both in Latin
text and Balinese Script, inside dashed-line rectangles from a sample ground truth dataset
[26]. The problem lies in representing that dataset in the form of digital data (refer to
the database, for the next discussion) efficiently for the conversion process. It is more ef-
ficient to have derivative word conversion to Balinese Script if the database only contains
its related base word. Figure 1 shows on a small scale (a page from the overall 829-page
dataset) how the acquisition of all derivative words to the database will simply occupy
additional 27 records of their related 29 records of base words (additional overhead of
almost 100%). As a note, base words marked with “I” and “II” in Figure 1 need separate
records to accommodate different conversion and/or translation results for the language
phenomenon homonym, homophone, and homograph [27-29]. As not shown in Figure 1,
words with the same writing of “e” but have different sounds [ e] or [e] [30] also were
accommodated in [26] related to homograph words.
Several sections of this paper comprise Introduction, Method, Result and Discussion,

and Conclusions. Section Introduction describes the problem, related works, and moti-
vation in this work; Section Method covers the challenge, the algorithm, and the testing;
Section Result and Discussion provides the testing result and related discussion; Section
4 (Conclusions) consists of some important conclusion points.

2. Method. This section describes 1) the proposed algorithm for the solution to the
challenge faced in this study of derivative word conversion to Balinese Script (described
previously); and 2) the testing process.

2.1. The algorithm. The algorithm takes care of two existing rules. First, a base word
of Latin text is converted using standard or special rules to a base word of Balinese Script.
Second, a derivative word related to its previous base word also has the same conversion
condition as the first rule.
Those two rules are existing rules in conversion to Balinese Script. The novelty of this

work lies in how the method was developed for processing those two existing rules which
have not been studied yet.
The algorithm involves displaying the NSB font for the Balinese Script conversion result.

For the first rule example (see Figure 1), the base word “wasta” (noun: name) [26] should
have a special conversion “ ”, rather than a default conversion “ ”. The combination
of consonant and vowel “sta” should be converted to “ ” using Unicode of syllable Sa

Sapa (U+1B31) and Ta Tawa (U+1B23) [11]. It should not be converted to “ ” using

Unicode of syllable Sa (U+1B32) and Ta (U+1B22). For the second rule example (al-
so in Figure 1), the related derivative word “kawastanin” (named) [26] should also have

a special conversion “ ”, rather than a default conversion “ ”. Sylablle
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Figure 1. Examples of base words with their related derivative words
(inside dashed-line rectangles) from a sample ground truth dataset

“ ” (U+1B13) forms the prefix “ka”, while sylablle “ ” (U+1B26), vowel sign ulu “ ”

(U+1B44), “ ”, and sound killer adeg-adeg “ ” (U+1B3E) form the suffix “nin”.

Figure 2 shows the algorithm that generates SQL instruction to the database for the
example of variable word text = “kawastanin” with its variable word text length of 10
(future discussion would directly use the italic variable name for short). The first step
sets min length equal to 3, as a minimum number of characters of a base word to be
searched in the database. This step also sets a flag of first equal to true (to generate SQL
instruction of UNION ALL SELECT from lines 5-11, see the next Figure 3).
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Figure 2. The algorithm that generates an SQL instruction to the database
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Figure 3. An example of algorithm-generated SQL instruction to the database

The second step checks whether word text length is bigger than or equal to min length.
If NO, the algorithm is ended. If YES, the third step inserts word text and its word text
length to SQL instruction, i.e., “SELECT ‘kawastanin’ varian, 10 varianLength”. The
fourth step checks whether word text length is bigger than min length. If NO, the al-
gorithm goes to the thirteenth step forward (described further). If YES, the next fifth
and sixth steps set word subtext equal to word text, i.e., “kawastanin” and word subtext2
equal to word subtext, i.e., “kawastanin”, respectively. The seventh step checks whether
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the flag “first” is equal to true. If NO, the next eighth and ninth steps insert word subtext2
and its number of characters to SQL instruction (see line 5 of Figure 3); and update
word subtext2 = “kawastan” with word subtext2 length = 8, respectively. If YES, the ninth
step of the NO path was executed first then followed by the eighth step of the NO path.
The tenth step checks whether word subtext2 length (for word subtext2 = “kawastan”)
is bigger than min length. If YES, the algorithm does another round of iteration start-
ing at the seventh step. If NO, the eleventh step updates word subtext = “awastanin”
with word subtext length = 9. The twelfth step checks whether word subtext length (for
word subtext = “awastanin”) is bigger than and equal to min length. If YES, the algo-
rithm sets the flag “first” equal to true and does another round of iteration starting at
the sixth step. If NO, the thirteenth step obtains the value of column “kata” and column
“konvert” (known as Balinese code) from the same record of the database’s table using
generated SQL instruction with “records.is aktif = 0” and “records.is exclude = 0” and
“LIMIT 1”.
Figure 3 shows the complete variants of word subtext2 that were searched within col-

umn “kata” of records in the database. For the purpose of analysis, the retrieved result
of the algorithm-generated SQL instruction contains several records since line 15 was
commented. On the proposed method, just one record was retrieved that has the highest
match level for the searched base word.
Finally, the fourteenth step updates word text = “kawaßttanin” that was fed into the

fifteenth step with the conversion result of “ ”. The additional contribution

related to the translation feature uses the value of column “indo” and column “english”
(not shown in Figure 3).

2.2. The testing. The testing was held on the mobile application installed on an 8 GB
RAM mobile device with a hardware platform of 8 cores CPU (2 ARM Cortex-A76 @2.05
GHz and 6 ARM Cortex-A55 @2.05 GHz) and 64-bit Android 12 OS. In functionality,
that mobile application (client side) was developed with Flutter and connected to the
web application (server side) that was developed with PHP combined with JavaScript.
The server side uses several software platforms, including Apache 2 (Linux64) for the web
server and MySQL 10.5 for the database server.
A small dataset shown by the previous Figure 1 was used for the testing conversion

cases that represent most types of derivative words consisting of a prefix and/or suffix in
the Balinese language.

3. Result and Discussion. The proposed method was tested on the conversion mobile
application, as shown in Figure 4. Several concerns were discussed on the Balinese Script
result that was successfully displayed using dedicated Balinese Unicode font.
The derivative word “ngwastanin” (verb: name), see Figure 1, was formed by a prefix

“ng” (which constructs a semivowel “ngw” with the first letter of the base word [26,31])

and a suffix “in”. The proposed method successfully converted it to “ ” based on

the correct code “ngwaßttanin” where the code “waßtta” (see Figure 2) came from base

“wasta” (“ ”). In Balinese Script “ ”, the syllable “wa” (Balinese Letter Wa,

U+1B2F) was converted into its appended form “ ” (because of following consonant

cluster “ng” [26]) rather than using its regular form “ ”.
Other derivative words consisting of semivowel have the same conversion process as the

previous word “ngwastanin”, including the word “ngwarisin” (verb: inherit), “ngwarih”
(verb: pee), “ngwarna” (verb: color), “ngwarung” (verb: (1) sell something in a little
shop; (2) go buy something in a little shop), and “ngwasa” (verb: control). The first
derivative word has a prefix and suffix, and the rest have a prefix only.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Conversion process: (a) Input; (b) the Balinese Script result
displayed using dedicated Balinese Unicode font

The derivative word “kawastanin” (see the previous algorithm section) was converted

successfully to “ ”. A certain aspect should be taken care of related to the ex-

istence of other base words that were retrieved by using SQL instruction “UNION ALL
SELECT” before the correct base word, as shown by lines 5-21 of Figure 3. The unex-
pected existing base word “kawas” (noun: a kind of offering) was retrieved first (line 9)
rather than the expected base word “wasta” (line 22) (This condition was not shown in
Figure 3 since “records.is aktif” of “kawas” was not set to “1”, see line 42). In the case
of unexpected base words found, the derivative word “kawastanin” should be registered
in the database so the algorithm can retrieve the correct Balinese code “kawaßttanin” in
the first place by using “SELECT” (see line 4 of Figure 3). That Balinese code is then
used in the fifteenth step of the algorithm for the conversion process (see Figure 2).

Another exploration of derivative words is related to the kind of derivational suffix “in”
and “ina” that makes a derivative word differ in word type related to the base word. The
suffixes “in” and “ina” are counterpart suffixes where the first one makes a base word as
an active verb while the other makes a base word as a passive verb. From the dataset,
these derivative words can be converted as expected and include the word “warisin” (verb:
inherit), “warisina” (verb: inherited), “wastanin” (verb: name), and “wastanina” (verb:
named).

Phrases with or without a derivative word, like “catur warna” (noun: four colors) and
“Sang Hyang Widhi Wasa” (God Almighty), were processed on an iteration based on the
number of words construct that phrases.
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Based on several previous concerns, other derivative words for the conversion process
have the same patterns related to the addition of prefix and/or suffix to the base word,
and should be converted as expected by the proposed method.

4. Conclusions. Several minor concerns were exposed during the testing of the algo-
rithm. In general, the expected result was given on the derived words testing dataset
that represents usual patterns related to the addition of a prefix and a suffix of the base
word. The evaluation of the proposed method compared to those in the literature should
give a more accurate result since the proposed method accommodates the derived word
conversion that has never been studied yet before. More detailed evaluation can be done
in the future work along with enhancing this method related to loan word handling that
needs to be done since the language in nature is a dynamic field because new words appear
and need to be converted correctly. Derived words in the opposite direction of conversion
(from Balinese Script to Latin text) also become a concern based on lessons learned from
this work.
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